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258 p町田ptionof American English s訂岨m by Japane田 listeners
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I. Introduction 
Being able to correctly as田ssasp田 ker'smental attitude is 

crucial for good liuman mteract旧ns.We have all had the 
experience of mistaking a companion’s mental attitude which 
has consequently led to misunderstandings and feelings of 
uncomfortabl町 田s,among other things. When we m田ta friend, 
we can unde四tandthe mental attitude by both the facial and 
vocal expressions, as well as the general situation. If we 
mistake the intended mental attitude, we may correct our 
impressions from visual cues. But not all human interactions 
occur in face to白cesituations：，回met1mesonly vocal cues are 
av剖ilable,e.g., when talking on the telephone. To share ideas 
and feelings with a compan旧民 itis often n回国間ryto 
understand the mental attitude conveyed by only the voice. 

Re田 ntstudies have shown血atit is possible to per＇向1ve
various mental attitud田 froma single word or short phr田e
Hayashi [I] reported that Japanese listeners can identify 
different mental attitudes, just by listening to the interjection 、h”.A similar study showed that both British listeners and 
Japanese listeners can identify different mental attitudes spoken 
on白einterjection“ah”［2,3]. A primary cue is the shape of the 
FO contour. In the latter study, it was also reported血at
speakers of different language backgrounds may use different 
acoustic cues, specifically, different FO pa世町nsfor signaling 
the same mental attitude. In addition, they may have different 
sensitivities to different aspects of the FO contour. It also was 
reported [4] that FO contours may play a stronger role in 
conveying mental attitudes for Japanese speakers than for 
Ameri伺 nEnglish sp曲 l信回．

Thus, vocal expressions of mental attitude may be different 
even if people are using the s剖nelanguage. In this age of 
internationalization, being able to叩 mmunicatewell with 
people from different language backgrounds, including 
accurately understanding their words as well as mental attitudes, 
is extr町田lyimpor刷 t

In this study, we wish to further explo問 howmental attitude 
is conveyed出roughthe voice, and specifically, how vocal 
expression of mental attitude may vary across different 
l叩 guagebackgrounds. 

2.Me也ods
An American college student (f, 21 yrs old, midwestern 

dialect) w：田 askedto record the sentence，“That’s wonderful" 
with different mental attitudes-admiration, anger, 
disappoin加tent,sarcasm, and suspicion. The mental attitudes 
were elicited by asking the speaker to first read a short scenario 
ending with the sent開田“That’sw.onderful. ”For ins旬nce,the 
dialogue to elicit sar，印刷wasas follows: 
“You l回mthat your best friend is getting married to someone 

that you really loved, and had hoped to ma口y. And you say, 
That’swonde.ゆI.”
Ten問 petitionsof each attitude W町er田 ordedwith a DAT 

recorder in a sound proof b回出 atthe National L叩 guage
Research Institute, Tokyo. Perception tests were done Wt白血e
Psysc白pesoftware on a Macintosh G3 Labtop computer. The 
listeners we問 20Japanese college stud叩 ts(female, 19-20 yrs 
old）仕omGifu City Women’s College and 10 English speakers 
(5 males, 5 females, 22-48 yrs old; 8 Americans, I British，叩d
I Australian). 
Two tokens of five of the I 0 repetitions of each utt町 ance

type were used for a total of 50 po田ibler田ponses.Each 
subject heard the same token of回 chutterance twice before 
entering a number from a set of forced choices to stand for the 
mental att1旬deheard. For the English listeners the choices 
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were adm1rat1on, anger, disappointment, sarcasm or suspicion. 

For the Japanese, they w町ekanshin感心， ikari怒り， gakkari

がっかり， hiniku皮肉 andutagai疑い.A short practice 
session preceded the test to familiarize the subject with出e
range of stimuli. 

3. Results 
FO anal戸s
A token FO contour (for the utterance best perceived by the 

English listen町s)of each of the m叩組lattitudes is shown in the 
second column of Fig. I. The FO contours for admiration, anger, 
and su司picionall have a n田ーfallpattern on“wond町ful’： with
admiration having the highest pitch (484.5 Hz), then anger 
(302.4出：） and then su平icion(162.7 Hz). Notice that for 
m司picion,there is a substantial lengthening of the final Isl of 
“that’s''. Anger tended to be noticeably louder than the others. 
The FO contour on disappointment is relatively flat; that of 
sarcasm 1s a rise on“that’s”followed by a drop to a flat level 
FOon“wond町ful.”
Perception test re四 Its
The averaged results of the perception t田tsa問 shownin the 

right columns of Fig. I, wi出 theresults of the Japanese 
listeners in the upper left sections of each column, and tho田 of
the English, in the lower right sections. Japanese listeners 
per悶 ved anger and disappoin仰 en/ at 95% and 94%, 
respectively, while English listeners perceived four of the five 
mental attitudes at 80% or above, but not su乎icion.With 
respect to sarcasm, about half of出cJapanese listeners could 
understand sarcasm (51%) while almost all English could 
(81%). Interestingly, su司picionw田 difficultto perceive for 
both English and Japanese listeners. 

4. Discussion 
In general, the English listeners w町eable to perceive the 

mental attitudes intended by the speaker. The one strong 
exception was suspicion, which W酪 al叩 leastwell perceived 
by Japanese listeners This may be because the FO contour of 
suspicion was on a falling contour, rather th叩 arising contour 
which is the one often expected for訓 spicion[4]. When the 
speaker was asked after the experiment why she spoke sarcasm 
with a falling contour, she replied白atshe thought all由e
utterances were to be spoken as statements, not questions. The 
fact that the speak町 feltconstrained to produce suspicion on a 
falling contour sugg田tsthat pitch shape (i.e., falling vs. rising) 
is not n田 essarilyan overriding factor in expressing mental 
attitude for American English speake四 Althoughn回th町
Japanese nor English li国間町S p町 田ived suspicion well, 
English listeners did better than Japanese listeners (50% vs. 
11%, r＇田pectively),further supporting the notion that FO 
contour per se may be mo田 importantto Japanese Iistene四
than English listeners for conveying mental a杭itudes.

The most interesting results of this study have to do with 
sarcasm. The Japanese listeners showed a poor perception rate 
for sarcasm (51%) while the English listeners showed a 
relatively good one (81 % ). This may be because of language 
and culture di汀町間関s.English speakers tend to u時 sarcasm
frequently where as Japanese tend not to so much and 
con田quentlyperhaps are not accustomed to sarcasm. 

However, it may be more complex, related to both the 
shape of the FO contour itself, as well as semantic differences 
between the two languages. For the perception test，白町ew町e
5 repetitions of sarcasm. Four of these had similar FO 
contourト－arising FO on“that’s’＇， followed by a low flat FO on 、.vonderful”（Thefinal four utterances in Fig. 2.) These were 
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poorly p町 田ivedby Japanese listeners (45.6% on血eaverage). 
However, the first repetition （岸I)had a different FO contour: a 
rise on可hat",followed by another rise on“won”， and falling 

on“derful”目 Thisparticular pitch contour w剖 pe同国vedfairly 
well by Japanese listeners田 sarcasm( 72.5 %). 

In an informal listening task of the two types of FO 
contours for sarcasm, Japanese hsteners felt that the utterances 
with the low flat FO contour on“wond町ful”conveyedanger, 
while that with the rise-fall FO, conveyed envy. American 
English sarcasm perhaps is difficult for Japanese listeners to 
understand because the connotation of sarcastηin the two 
languages may be different. Also, only when the FO is a rise-
白Hpattern is it h伺 rdas sarcastn by Japanese listeners. 
However, both a rise-fall and a low flat FO contour町eh聞 rd田

sarcastn by English listeners. 
These findings about cross-language differences in the 

perception of sarcasm are new They mvite many mo問

questions: What are由eother cues for sar印刷 in Japanese and 
English? Also, what are the o偽ercu回 ofsarcasm for English 
listeners, smce not all the instances of sarcasm have the same 
FO contours? 
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Figure I . Ave阻gedresults (confusion ma制x)of perception test with Japanese (upper left numbers）阻dEnglish (low町 rightitalic 
numb悶）.Typical FO contour shown in column 2 

FO Contour on That's wonderful 
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Figure 2. Perception results (confusion matrix) for each repetition of sarcasm by Japanese (upper left bold numbers) and English 
(lower right italic numbers) listene四 FOcontour shown in column 2. 
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